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WELCOME
CONNECT WITH NORA
Connection – it’s what the retail marketplace is all about. And it’s a concept
that extends way beyond just you and your customers. At NORA, connection
means everything to us – bringing together retailers of all sizes with solution
partners in a supportive exchange of ideas and industry insights.
The NORA network currently has over 10,000 subscribers (and growing)
throughout Australia. Our members love to stay ahead of the innovation
curve, which might explain why we have the highest engagement and event
uptake in the industry. And we’d love for you to join us.
So, if you want to connect your network with ours to achieve your business
goals, then I invite you to explore the NORA programs in this rate card. It
could be the start of a brilliant partnership…
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OUR PARTNERS
TESTIMONIALS

PARTNERS

The days of a collaborative approach are here, both with people
and systems. NORA gives us the opportunity to network with industry
leaders and other members to learn what challenges they have and
what keeps them awake at night.

Mark Clinch

Microlistics Warehouse Management Systems

Becoming a NORA member has been one of the most valuable
investments we’ve made as a business entering the Australian market.
The Australian retail industry is such a tight knit community and Paul
and the NORA team are an integral part of that. Their ability to draw
retail leaders together is unrivaled, this is abundantly obvious at any
NORA event. In my opinion, being involved in NORA is an absolute
must for any retail solution provider. On top of all this, Paul and the
NORA team have been so welcoming and encouraging of the bigger
vision Doddle has for Australia, that it is always an absolute pleasure
to see them.

Rachel Caton
Doddle

Paul Greenberg has a knowledge and passion for retail rarely found.
He is a thought leader and his vision for new retail is on point and
insightful.

Anthony Wilson

Surf & Boardsports Industry Association

FOR MORE TESTIMONIALS VISIT www.nora.org.au/page/testimonials
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OUR PARTNERS
TESTIMONIALS

PARTNERS

NORA and Investec have partnered and continue to partner around
the NORA Investec Leader Lunch Series – robust and insightful
conversations with captains of retail leadership. Paul and the NORA
team have always been proactive and productive partners, and we
enjoy the events and the ongoing relationship.
The NORA team are good organizers, Paul is a great moderator
and MC, and the guests NORA invites are top level. I am happy to
recommend them.

Hein Vogel

Investec Emerging Companies

Paul and the team have taken the time to understand our business
really well, and it’s through the Nora Network that we’ve managed
to form really fruitful relationships with a lot of people in the retail
industry.
...Paul has obviously been really helpful in making those introductions
but also giving us the knowledge that we need around what’s
happening in the retail space and what those businesses are looking
for in their own business partnerships.

Damien Sydney

Satellite Office

Finally an industry body that ‘gets it’, and knows what we
crave from retail.

Steve Hui - CEO, iFLYflat

FOR MORE TESTIMONIALS VISIT www.nora.org.au/page/testimonials
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MEDIA KIT
OUR STATISTICS

MAY 2019

RETAIL MEMBERS BY SEGMENT
ELECTRONICS &
ENTERTAINMENT
BABY, TOYS & PETS
BOOKS, STATIONERY
& GIFTS

FASHION

AUTO, TRANSPORT, TOOLS
& INDUSTRIAL
ACCESSORIES, BEAUTY
& FOOTWEAR

FITNESS, HEALTH,
RECREATIONAL &
ACCOMMODATION

FOOD, GROCERIES
& LIQUOR

HOMEWARE & FURNITURE
DEPARTMENT, SPECIALTY
& DAILY DEALS

10,000+

21,126

82,345

21,372

MEMBERS /
SUBSCRIBERS

WEBSITE
VISITORS

WEBSITE
PAGE VIEWS

SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS

26%

3.5%

AVERAGE
OPEN RATE

AVERAGE
CLICK RATE

4,404

14,351

1,829

788

Nora Network & Paul Greenberg’s followers combined
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BELONG
SIGN UP AS A NORA SOLUTION PARTNER MEMBER
If you love four-letter acronyms, you’ll want to avoid FOMO by joining NORA
ASAP! Becoming a member will see you connecting to the most influential network in
Australian retail, as well as supporting and shaping the future of the industry.
Oh, and one more thing. When you join the NORA Network, you instantly get access
to an engaged, online-savvy audience that will help reach your business goals.
YOLO…

SOLUTION PARTNER MEMBERSHIP:
•

Your brand showcased in the NORA Network Showreel
Series on our Vimeo channel.

•

Entry into the annual NORA Solution Provider Excellence
Awards.

•

A listing and profile on the NORA Digital Solution Partner
Directory.

•

Select invitations to high level networking events including
social network lunches, dinners and breakfasts.

•

Invitation to NORA’s popular and exclusive Christmas Party.

•

Priority support in hosting NORA Network events, including
lunches, dinners, and webinars.

•

Access to NORA channels to update brand news, including
awards and accolades.

•

Use of the NORA Solution Partner logo on your website.

info@nora.org.au
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$995+gst
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REACH
SEND ELECTRONIC DIRECT MAIL TO NORA’S DATABASE
EDMs – they’re a great way to build brand recognition with your target audience, as well
as building or expanding your existing customer database. You could spend years adding
thousands of quality leads to your database, or you could team up with NORA.
By piggybacking off our large, engaged network, you’ll reach more of your target audience
with solus (not shared) EDM sends to the NORA database of 10,000+ members. We’ll work
with you to get it right and support any of your marketing objectives, such as driving attendance
to an event, promoting a white paper or anything else your business strategy is driving.

EDM SENDS INCLUDE:
•

Solus EDM send to 10k+ NORA members and engaged
contacts.

•

Social media promotion to our 20k followers on LinkedIn,
Twitter, Facebook & Instagram.

•

EDM creative if required, or supply your own HTML file.

•

Campaign report (open and click rates).

YO U R

INVESTMENT

$4k+gst
10k+
AUDIENCE

26%
AVERAGE OPEN RATE

3.5%
AVERAGE CLICK RATE
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EDUCATE
HOST A NORA NETWORK WEBCAST
The smartest businesses and business leaders know that you never stop learning.
That’s probably why webcasts and webinars have become increasingly popular as an
efficient way to reach and educate a large number of people in different locations;
saving costs and time.
Webcasts are also a key tool for any B2B marketing strategy because they allow
organisers access to a wealth of analytics and insights in knowing exactly where
interest is coming from. At NORA, we offer you the opportunity to host a webcast
that is both interactive and live. Plus of course, it will live on beyond the air date
through NORA’s own high-volume social media and Vimeo channels.

WEBCAST PARTNERS RECEIVE:
•

2 x EDM sends to our database of 10K+.

•

Your logo on our website and event collateral.

•

Promotion on our social media platforms.

•

Brand awareness.

•

Assistance with topic presentation where needed.

•

Welcome and introduction to the webinar by NORA founder
Paul Greenberg or one of our esteemed board members.

•

Registrants’ details post webinar.

YO U R

INVESTMENT

$6k+gst

NORA CURRENTLY HAS
THE BEST REGISTRATION
RATES IN THE MARKET.

60 -120
AVERAGE REGISTRANTS

270
HIGHEST REGISTRANTS TO DATE
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LEAD
HOST A LEADER LUNCH
If there are two things that NORA enjoys more than anything, it’s discussing new
retail initiatives and eating. The NORA Leader Lunch brings together an informal,
intimate group of retail leaders for lunch and discussion. Simple and effective – it’s a
feast of ideas.
These invitation-only lunches revolve around topics chosen in advance by the partner
and NORA. It’s a collegial, peer-based get-together that enjoys a flexible format
allowing you to craft it to suit your vision. Past lunches have been sponsored by
companies such as Credit Suisse, Investec Limited Australia, Pitney Bowes, and
Salesforce. It’s a mouth-watering opportunity…

LEADER LUNCH PARTNERS RECEIVE:
•

Exclusive sponsorship of a VIP lunch.

•

Intimate networking with your target audience fully managed
by NORA from invitations to venue logistics.

•

Invitations sent personally by Paul Greenberg.

•

RSVP List contact details post event.

•

Guidance with topic and content.
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$15k+gst
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INSPIRE
CREATE A BESPOKE EVENT
NORA is whatever you need it to be. From deliverer of industry insights to engaged database to
experienced platform to showcase your very own event.
Let NORA be your trusted partner to create an experience that will impress, engage, and deliver. From
initial concept, planning and design, through to onsite management and production, we’ll work tirelessly
with you to ensure your goals are met and that you generate maximum impact. Our full event production
services include design, venue sourcing, theming and logistics to ensure a smoothly run, professional
event that would be difficult to achieve alone.
The sky’s the limit – and we are ready to help bring your ideas to life!

BESPOKE EVENT PARTNERS RECEIVE:
•

1 x EDM to NORA Network Database to promote the event.

•

Event listing on the NORA Network website.

•

Co-branding together with NORA on all event collateral.

•

Social media promotion across all our channels.

YO U R

•

Personal invitation from Paul Greenberg to a selected list of
contacts.

from

•

Assistance with venue selection.

•

Hero banner on NORA’s website.

•

Assistance with event topics and content.

•

Assistance with speaker selection from NORA’s vast pool of
high level retail industry speakers.

•

Assistance with event collateral and design.

•

Management of registration processes including reminders and
post event feedback/surveys.

•

Assistance with all operational aspects of the event on the day.
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$8k+gst

THE NORA NETWORK
TEAM WILL WORK WITH
YOU TO PUT TOGETHER
A PACKAGE BASED
ON YOUR NEEDS AND
DESIRED OUTCOMES.
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